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Abstract

Although event processing is considered an emerging technology, empirical studies show that most enterprises ability to use such systems as ranging from poor to fair. Moreover, many of them indicated the skill issue as a barrier to adoption. One of the major contributors to this observation is the inherent difficulty in enforcing temporal correctness using current languages and tools, as also addressed by [18, 7, 22]. This difficulty can lead to incorrect outcomes or to work being hacked around these issues for a particular event processing system. Such workarounds create a substantial entry barrier in the development of event processing applications.

We propose a solution that uses high level programming constructs, (which much like query languages such as SPADÉ [15], abstracts away the excruciating details of the middleware), for defining and enforcing the requirements of what we call temporal correctness guards. We demonstrate this approach by defining three temporal correctness guards that correspond to frequently used correctness requirements. One of the three guards we define is the fairness guard, which guarantees that events are processed in their logical order, regardless to the path in which they were processed in. This is vital for applications in which fairness must be kept with respect to the order; examples of such application include bids, stock purchases, and computerized games. We present two scenarios that demonstrate these correctness guards and formally define each guard. Since the correctness guards are model-independent, we also define the extension needed for a specific event processing model to support these guards. The scenarios include the run-time algorithm we use to enforce the guards within that model. The proposed solution opens up the opportunity to develop correctness abstractions, which have the potential to significantly reduce the skill barrier for developing event processing applications. The main contribution of this
thesis, is that it pinpoints potential correctness problems in event processing application, that we think to be common. Furthermore, this thesis formalize these problems, as well as offer a solution to deal with those problems. We then continue by generalizing the solutions into runtime artifacts to enforce the guards. Finally, we define a domain specific language, that allows one to define new guards.
## Abbreviations and Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Event processing agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPN</td>
<td>Event processing network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msec</td>
<td>Milli-second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through.</td>
<td>Throughput</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Despite the fact that event processing is considered an emerging technology, empirical studies done by analysts [33] indicate that most enterprises view the level of their skills and abilities to use such systems as ranging from poor to fair. Many of them indicated the skill issue as barrier to adoption. For example, one barrier is the difficulty inherent in creating applications that are consistent with the requirements and intuitions of the users. Because many of these requirements relate to the notion of time [18, 7, 22], it is especially difficult to take them into consideration.

The processing itself is done within the physical time of the system, yet events may come with their own logical occurrence time. This problem is manifested in the question of whether the output of an event processing application (derived event) is consistent with the intentions of the users and the way they understood the requirements of the application. These difficulties are quite common in application development and can either lead to results inconsistent with the intuition of the application’s users, or to the need to find “workarounds” by hacking into a particular system’s logic or by creating code that bypasses the system. As an example, in Section 3, Listing 1, we describe a concrete trace of a simple scenario that was naively implemented using one of the event processing products. The scenario deals with fairness in bids and clearly produces results that are intuitively incorrect. The fact that workaround is required to obtain correct results raises the bar of the skills required from the developers, and harms the usability gains achieved from the use of higher level languages in this area.
Drilling down to the root cause of this problem reveals that it stems from the highly temporal nature of event processing. This temporal nature is realized in two ways:

1. Temporal event processing patterns where the order of events affect results, such as detecting a sequence of events or detecting trends on the progress of events with time. In these cases, the timing in which events logically occurred from the users’ view is significant for obtaining correct results consistent with users’ intuition.

2. Events are processed within time windows of various types (temporal contexts). The inclusion or exclusion of an event from a certain window may change the results. But due to race conditions between the time that events are processed and the time in which a particular window is opened or closed, the results may again turn out to be non-intuitive to the users of the application.

In many of the current systems, temporal race conditions are created that might generate incorrect results. Moreover, the developer has to identify that such a problem occurred and deal with it in a manual, sometimes tricky way.

The issue of temporal correctness in event processing systems has been addressed before, both by [18] and by [22]. The prior solves the temporal correctness problem by using the buffering technique also used by [1]. The former offers three strategies of dealing with temporal correctness, all different from our own. The first two are also derivatives of buffering technique, whereas the third involves a compensation mechanism for incorrect results. The pros and cons of these strategies in comparison to our own, is further discussed in Section 2.

This thesis focuses on the temporal correctness of event processing, in an effort to contribute to this problem. Our aim is to give system designers the means to define explicit temporal correctness guards that are automatically compiled into constructs in the lower level language. These correctness guards would be enforced at run-time and eliminate the temporal fallacies.

The rest of this thesis addresses the different aspects of this study. Chapter 2 starts with related work. In Section 3 we demonstrate the problem,
using two motivating scenarios. In one of them, we show that naïve implementation in current languages yields incorrect results. We demonstrate our solution approach in Chapter 4 by defining an initial set of requirements that are typical to many applications and can be demonstrated through the scenarios we selected. In Chapter 5, we describe some extensions required to the current event processing languages to support such requirements, based on the event processing model described in [14]. We also describe the automatic compilation from the definition of the correctness guards to the execution language. In Chapter 6, we introduce a run-time algorithm that can be used to support these correctness guards for that model. Chapter 7 describes TAL, a domain-specific language, that aims to supply the means to define and deploy yet new correctness guards. Finally, in Chapter 8, we present our conclusions and briefly address other facets of correctness issues, such as the extensions required to support more correctness guards.

The main contribution of this thesis is to the correctness of event processing applications. First we identify and formalize some correctness issues we identified, in event processing application. We then offer solutions to those problems, which are later generalized into a construct named correctness guard. There are more correctness issues out there, ones that are not covered by this thesis, some of them could be addressed correctness guards. For that end we devised a domain specific language named TAL, that enables one to develop new correctness guards.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The notion of temporal context and various kinds of time windows is described by Etzion et al. [13] as shown in Figure 2.1. Time windows may be fixed based on the occurrence of events, which start and end the time windows. Sliding windows may be based on time (overlapping or non-overlapping) or based on the number of event instances. While there are many varieties on the semantic level, there is no work on ensuring that all events that are semantically classified to be inside a time window are actually treated as such by the run-time engine. The notion of punctuation in stream processing [30] enriches event streams with events that denote the end of a sub-stream. While the semantics are similar to that of the terminator in the event interval [13], this work assumes that streams are totally ordered and that events are processed in order. However, these assumptions may not hold in most event processing applications. Part of the problem is the case where events that are emitted by various external producers arrive out of order. A summary of approaches for out-of-order handling of input
events is summarized in [22, 35, 12]. Additional discussions about the order issue appear in specific areas such as [20] on sensor network data. There are practical challenges in maintaining the order of events coming from external sources. However, even if we assume that the correct order of events flowing into the system is preserved, it does not guarantee that the run-time engine processes them and their descendants in the correct logical order, as we demonstrate in Section 3.

Our solution approach based on guards is inspired by the notion of guarded commands introduced by Dijkstra [10]. High-level definitions of correctness criteria and their automated enforcement were also introduced within several domains, such as the BPM domain [31], the product line software [19], and in transactional memory systems [27]. The idea of abstracting away timing constraints was used in the synchronous dataflow paradigm (languages like Esterel [5]). It can also be found in other approaches to synchronous computations over time-varying data such as simulation languages, (e.g., Simulink [25]), and in functional reactive programming (FRP) [34]. The main difference lies in the level of programmability. In our approach, temporal consistency is programmable and not fixed within the system, since the notion of temporal correctness may vary among different applications. For example, different applications may view events that occur simultaneously with the time window termination as being inside or outside the scope of this window. Three solutions for that were offered by Claypool et al. [22]. The first is the traditional buffering technique (referred by them as K-slack). Although it is simple to implement and intuitive, the buffering technique requires one to commit to a certain threshold time \( \bar{t} \), which is the maximum delay for an event. Identifying such a threshold may be tricky, since if is made too short, there is a risks incorrect results. On the other hand, if it is made too long, it will cause latency delays. The second solution offered was a modification for the buffering technique. In this solution, \( \bar{t} \) is set to \( \infty \). In order to avoid the indefinite accumulation of states, a partial order guarantee (POG) is embedded in each event. A POG data comes in the form of an ordered pair \( \langle E, t \rangle \), which guarantees that there will be no event of type \( E \) with timestamp less than \( t \). Thus, when \( \langle E_0, t_0 \rangle \) is detected by the system, all the events of type \( E_0 \) with timestamp earlier then \( t_0 \) may be purged.

The downside of that solution is that the generation of the POG re-
quires the system designer to know much about the nature of the data of its application, rather than just restricting his knowledge to the logic of it. Moreover, not always such POGs can be generated. The third offered solution is called the “aggressive strategy”. In the aggressive strategy, events are being derived based on the current knowledge. If in some point in the future, that knowledge turns out to be incorrect, a “compensation” event is derived, to notify system agent that previous events were falsely generated.

The upside of this approach is that latency times are reduced to minimum, however, the downside is that sometimes, compensation is not an option, (e.g., it would not be acceptable to generate an event that launches a rocket).

Although this work focuses on temporal correctness, there are other semantic difficulties within the state of the practice such as ensuring deterministic behavior [3] and the performance implications of application complexity [24]. These issues are beyond the scope of this paper.

Data guards has also been used in the domain of system-correctness, both of traditional RDBMS systems [28], and that of event processing systems [17]. The main difference between these papers and this thesis, is that while they are trying to guarantee result correctness in the presence node-failures. The correctness problem we face are not only subjected to system failures, they occur also when all the nodes comprising the system are fully functional.
Chapter 3

Motivating scenarios

In this section, we provide two scenarios to demonstrate the correctness requirements and the problems that exist in current systems. We start by defining the terminology used in our work and then detail two scenarios: the fair auction scenario and the adaptive toll scenario.

3.1 Terminology

In this section, we briefly describe the terminology used throughout this paper. Our work is based on the concept of the event processing network (EPN) that was introduced by Luckham et al. [23], and refined by Etzion et al. [14]; Figures 3.1 and 3.2 describe scenarios that use the notation of EPN. An EPN consists of a collection of event processing agents (EPAs) and events that flow between the EPAs. A collection of events of the same type that flows to or from an EPA is known as an event stream. An EPA instance receives one or more events as input and derives one or more events as output. We refer to events that are emitted by external producers as raw events and to events that are generated by an EPA as derived events. Throughout the paper, we use the following EPA categories: filter, in which events are filtered in and out based on user-defined Boolean statements; enrich, in which the content of a given event is enriched by a database or other external store; aggregator, in which one event is derived as an aggregation of a collection of events; composer, which composes events from
different types; and pattern matcher, which indicates whether a pattern (e.g., sequence, conjunction, absence, and trend) within a collection of events has occurred. All the events flowing through the system are typed, such that each event is an instance of a single event type. An event has two temporal properties [12]: detection time, which denotes the time in which the event reached an entry point of the processing system; and occurrence time, which denotes the real time at which an event occurs, as reported by the event source.

Each EPA has instances; each instance is responsible for processing a certain collections of events. The specification of such a collection is known as context [13]. A context may have several dimensions. We focus on two dimensions: segmentation context and temporal context. Segmentation context divides events among EPA instances by a given criteria. For example, the events related to specific customer are processed within a distinct EPA instance. Temporal context, also known as a temporal window (or just window), can either be a single window or a sliding window. A single window starts either with the occurrence of a certain event or at a predefined point in time. It ends when an event occurs or within a time offset from the start. A sliding window consists of a collection of windows with fixed length or with a fixed number of events of certain types. Windows may or may not overlap. Since we assume that event occurs in a specific point in time, then for each window, an event either occurs within the window or outside the window boundaries. A context often comprises these two dimensions—partition by a certain segment, (e.g., a customer ID), as well as a certain time window (e.g., a non-overlapping sliding window where the duration of each window instance is one hour). Several types of policies also tune the semantics of the various event processing functions. In this paper, we refer to two of these policies: the evaluation policy and the order policy. The evaluation policy may be either immediate, in which computation is done whenever a match is detected, or deferred, in which computation is done at the end of the window. The order policy determines whether the order of events for processing purposes is driven by the detection time value or the occurrence time value of the events. More details about the terminology and

---

1Composer is similar to “stream join” in the stream models terminology, e.g., [16].
2The evaluation policies terminology is taken from coupling modes in active databases [26]
term definitions may be found in [14]. Next, we present the two scenarios.

3.2 The fair auction scenario

A computerized auction system (Figure 3.1) enables people to bid on items and guarantees fairness in the bids. A specific bid starts with a bid start event and ends either by an explicit bid end event or, if one was not emitted, by a predetermined time offset (e.g., ten hours). An auction management site is also a credit-granting institute that provides credit to customers. The bidder can rely on such credit while bidding, but naturally this entails an approval process before the actual bid is issued. Thus, two types of bid events exist: cash bid ($E_1$) and credit bid ($E_2$). Events of type credit bid are enriched by $A_1$, to determine the credit status, and then filtered by $A_2$ to determine whether the credit has been authorized. An enriched credit bid ($E_3$) is derived during the enrichment process. The filtered-in event is an instance of the confirmed credit bid ($E_4$) event type, which has the same structure of $E_3$. The determine winner EPA ($A_4$) gets all the bids in the two paths and determines the winner.

The fairness ground rules that determine the winner are:

1. All bidders that issued a bid within the validity interval participate in the bid.
2. The highest bid wins. In the case of a tie between bids, the first accepted bid wins the auction.

To illustrate the difficulty of implementing these ground rules in current systems, we experimented with some of the existing systems. In Listing 1, we show some results obtained by using one of the event processing products. (We don’t identity the product since this behavior is typical for many products using naive implementation.) As shown, if we apply our ground rules over the input, the winner should be bidder 56, who issued the highest bid (5). Among those who issued the second price (4), the first one is bidder 2, and the second is 29. However, looking at the results, we see that bidder 29 has won.

The result exposes two problems:

---

3'This scenario was inspired by an example discussed in the book Event Processing in Action [14], Chapter 11, but has been slightly modified.
Figure 3.1 The fair auction scenario

1. Bidder 2 issued a credit bid a short time before bidder 29 issued a cash bid. Since the credit bid had an approval path before getting into the determine winner EPA, it appeared to the EPA as if it occurred later.

2. Bidder 56 issued a credit bid a short time before the bid interval ended. However, an internal race condition caused the bid end event to occur before this event was processed, thus it did not arrive in time to participate in the winner calculation for this auction.

We made two significant observations during this exercise:

1. The implementation was done in a naïve way, by simply implementing this scenario in the most intuitive way available in the system we implemented. These issues have workarounds, but they are not simple and require in depth familiarity with the way a particular system works.

2. This scenario is relatively simple since both $A_1$ and $A_2$ are stateless EPAs with a single input event and a single output event.

In Section 3.3, we address an additional scenario with other common consistency requirements.
**Listing 1** Trace of the bid example, implemented in existing event processing language, demonstrating faulty output due to temporal race condition.

```plaintext
1 = = =Input Bids= = =
Bid Start 12:55:00
3 credit bid id=2, occurrence time=12:55:32, price=4
cash bid id=29, occurrence time=12:55:33, price=4
5 cash bid id=33, occurrence time=12:55:34, price=3
credit bid id=66, occurrence time=12:55:36, price=4
7 cash bid id=56, occurrence time=12:55:59, price=5
Bid End 12:56:00
9 = = =Winning Bid= = =
11 cash bid id=29, occurrence time=12:55:33, price=4
```

### 3.3 The adaptive toll scenario

Some toll roads use billing systems that employ adaptive tolls according to traffic density; the cost of driving a certain road segment may vary. Such a system works by partitioning a road into segments. Each segment spans between two highway exits, such that a driver may decide to continue on to the next segment or exit the highway. At the beginning of each segment a sensor identifies the car. The price is re-evaluated every ten minutes and the applicable price is the price that was set at the end of the previous ten-minute interval, before the driver entered a certain segment. Electronic boards are exhibited in each segment and on all routes leading to the highway to display highway statistics such as traffic load per segment, prices of upcoming segments, etc. The billing formula is a function of the number of cars within a ten-minute interval, which is calculated at the end of the interval and applies to the next ten-minute interval. A billing invoice is issued separately for each segment. The above scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Events of types **car entered** \((E_1)\), designate that a car with a certain ID has entered a certain road segment. We assume that the road consists of a collection of road segments, \((s_1, \ldots, s_n)\), and that the temporal dimension is a non-overlapping sliding window with a duration of ten minutes, whose

---

\(^4\)This scenario was inspired by the “linear road benchmark” scenario introduced in Richard Tibbetts’ MSc Thesis [2]; it was significantly modified to fit the points we wish to highlight.
individual windows are designated as \( \langle w_1, \ldots, w_n \rangle \). The EPA segment aggregator \((A_1)\) operates within a composite context of a segmentation context, which partitions the event space by road segments. For example, \( s_i \) and a window member within a sliding temporal window of ten minutes duration such as \( w_j \). This EPA receives car entered events as input whenever a car is detected as entering a segment and serves as an aggregator by creating two derived events: car count \((E_2)\), and segment price \((E_3)\). Events of type car count report the number of cars that entered the segment \( s_i \) in some window \( w_j \). Events of type segment price, (which are calculated at the end of \( w_j \)), report the price of driving through segment \( s_i \), in the time interval represented by \( w_{j+1} \).

The EPA billing composer \((A_2)\) also operates in the context of a segment and that of a window. \( A_2 \) derives events of type debit account \((E_4)\), immediately upon detection of car entered segment events. The segment price event used for this composition is the one that refers to the previous window \( (w_{j-1}) \) for the same segment \( s_i \).

The EPA price aggregator \((A_3)\) takes all segment price \((E_3)\) events of all road segments as an input and creates a derived next segments prices \((E_5)\) event for each segment \( s_i \in \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \). These events hold the prices for all segments between \( s_i \) and \( s_n \) (the end of the road), during the time interval represented by \( w_j \). The entire array is created once and then the appropriate sub-array is broadcast to all electronic boards preceding segment \( S_i \). Implementing this scenario also has some pitfalls that stem from race
conditions between events and window boundaries. In a typical case, an $E_3$ event (segment price) is derived from the agent $A_1$, and serves as input to the agent $A_3$, which are both defined in contexts that have the same temporal dimension (non-overlapping sliding window of ten minutes). An $E_3$ event is derived at the end of the window, but it is too late to be included in the agent instance $A_3$, which operates within that window. Thus, the agent $A_3$ gets incorrect results, since some of its input moves to the next window. Now that we have provided some insight into the types of correctness problems, we move on to discuss correctness guards in a systematic way.
Chapter 4

Correctness Guards

In this section we define three correctness guards that are common in the applications we observed and can be demonstrated by the two scenarios presented in Section 3. There is no single correctness guard that can heal all illnesses, but rather a set of guards from which a system designer can choose to apply for a specific application. Using these guards will ease the task of creating temporally correct applications.

In Section 4.1 we define constructs that are later used to formally define three correctness guards: the fairness guard in Section 4.2, the nested derivation guard in Section 4.3, and the consecutive derivation guard in Section 4.4. We then complete the section with a short discussion in Section 4.5.

4.1 Definitions

\( e \in In(\alpha) \) denotes that the event \( e \) is the input of the EPA instance \( \alpha \). Similarly, \( e \in Out(\alpha) \) denotes that the event \( e \) was produced by the EPA instance \( \alpha \).

We say that the derivation of event \( e' \) was triggered by another event \( e \), if the following properites apply to \( e \) and \( e' \):

1. If \( e \) wouldn’t have been detected, \( e' \) wouldn’t have been generated.

2. \( e \) is the maximal event (with respect to its timestamp), among all the events for which 1 applies.
Definition I: an event $e$ is said to be the *deriver* of event $e'$ with respect to an EPA instance $\alpha$, (and $e'$ to be the derivative of $e$), denoted by $e \triangleright_{\alpha} e'$ if the following applies:

- $e \in In(\alpha)$,
- $e' \in Out(\alpha)$,
- $e$ is the event that triggered the creation of $e'$ by $\alpha$.

In the application shown in Figure 3.2, the evaluation policy of $A_1$ is deferred. Hence, context terminators derive the events of type $E_3$ produced by $A_1$. If the evaluation policy of $A_1$ was immediate, every event of type $E_1$ would have been the deriver of an event of type $E_3$.

$\triangleright$ is therefore a family of injective functions whose domain and range is of type Event. Each EPA instance has its own derivation function; we refer to the derivation function of a given EPA instance $\alpha$, by sub-indexing the derivation sign: $\triangleright_{\alpha}$

Definition II: Let $\Pi = \langle A_1, \ldots, A_n \rangle$ be an ordered set of distinct EPAs, all part of some EPN. The order between the EPAs is set by a topological order induced by the containing EPN. We say that $\pi = \langle \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \rangle$ is a *dependency path* of type $\Pi$, if $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n$ are EPA instances of type $A_1, \ldots, A_n$ respectively.

Definition III: An event $e'$ is said to be the *indirect derivative* of another event $e$, (and $e$ is said to be *indirect deriver* of $e'$) with respect to the dependency path $\pi = \langle \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \rangle$, if there is a set of events $\langle e_1, \ldots, e_{n-1} \rangle$ for which $e_1$ is the derivative of $e$ with respect to $\alpha_1$, which in turn derives $e_2$ with respect to $\alpha_2$ etc., until $e'$ is derived by $e_{n-1}$ with respect to $\alpha_n$.

More formally, $e \triangleright^*(\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n) e'$, if $e \triangleright_{\alpha_n} \circ \triangleright_{\alpha_{n-1}} \circ \ldots \circ \triangleright_{\alpha_1} e'$ applies. For example, each context terminator event for EPA $A_1$ (Figure 3.2) has an event of type *debit account* ($E_4$) that indirectly derives it along a dependency path of type $\langle A_1, A_2 \rangle$.

Definition IV: Let $\alpha$ be an EPA instance and $c$ be a context instance of type $C$. An event $e$ is *associated to* $c$ by $\alpha$, (denoted by $e \in_{\alpha} c$), if $\alpha$ processes $e$ within the context of $c$. 
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In the example shown by Figure 3.2, let us assume the existence of a temporal context \( w \), which spans between 10:00 am and 10:10 am. We shall denote the fact that \( \text{car in segment} \) event \( (e) \) is processed by \( a_1 \), (an EPA instance of \( A_1 \)), in the context of \( w \) by \( e \in_{a_1} w \). Next, we define the three correctness guards: the \textit{fairness guard}, demonstrated by the fair auction scenario, the \textit{consecutive window guard} demonstrated by the adaptive toll scenario, and the \textit{nested derivation guard} demonstrated by both scenarios in different fashions.

### 4.2 Fairness guard

The fairness guard aims to provide the means for system developers to ensure a specific order by which input events are processed by an EPA instance. This is useful for EPAs that are order sensitive (i.e., the correctness of their output depends on the order of their inputs).

**Example:** In the fair auction scenario (Section 3.1), the guard requires that if a \textit{credit bid} event has been emitted before a \textit{cash bid} event, then its derived \textit{enriched credit bid} event should win in the case of a tie for the highest bid. Assume that a bid ends with a \textit{bid end} event at 11:00. A \textit{cash bid} event for customer \( C_1 \) is issued at 10:45:01 for the amount of 15,000\$, and a \textit{credit bid} event for customer \( C_2 \) is issued at 10:44:57, also for the amount of 15,000\$. The corresponding \textit{enriched credit bid} event is created at 10:45:03, and the filter EPA \( (A_2) \) approves it and creates a \textit{confirmed credit bid} event at 10:45:10. At 11:00 (the bid end), it is determined that 15,000\$ was the highest bid amount with two bidders: \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). The system should chose bidder \( C_2 \) to be the winner, although its direct input to the determine winner EPA was created after the event related to \( C_1 \).

**Formal definition:** Let \( \pi \) and \( \psi \) be dependency paths of types \( \Pi \) and \( \Psi \), respectively. Let \( E' \) and \( F' \) be the out event types of the last EPAs of \( \Pi \) and \( \Psi \), respectively. And, let \( E \) and \( F \) be the input types of the first EPAs of \( \Pi \) and \( \Psi \), respectively. In the formal fairness assertion shown in Guard 1, \( e' \) and \( f' \) are events of types \( E' \) and \( F' \), while \( e \) and \( f \) are events of type \( E \) and \( F \). \( e' \) is the indirect derivative of \( e \) with respect to the dependency path \( \pi \) and \( f' \) is an indirect derivative of \( f \) with respect to the dependency path \( \psi \).
We use the order relation $\ll$ between event instances. The interpretation of this order relation is application specific (i.e., $e \ll f$ either means $e$ is detected before $f$ or that $e$ occurred before $f$). The guard definition uses the second interpretation.

When the fairness guard shown above is deployed for an EPN, the runtime ensures that the right side of the assertion will hold every time the left side holds.

### 4.3 Nested derivation guard

The next two guards handle the cases in which one or more EPAs are context sensitive, so their behavior is influenced by the context under which they operate. Attaching this guard to an EPA ensures that its derived events will be processed within the same temporal context (or a co-ending temporal context) as of its derivers. This requirement is used to support cases in which events are derived at the end of a temporal window and should be processed in the context of that window by some EPA.

**Example:** in Figure 3.2, $E_2$ events, which are calculated for each road-segment at the end of each temporal window, sum the total number of cars that entered a certain segment, in a certain time-frame. Let us assume the event $(e)$ that was calculated at the end of window $w = (10:00 - 10:10)$. $e$ will most likely be detected by $A_2$ after $w$ ends (say at 10:10:02). Nevertheless, $A_2$ must calculate a debit account event $(p)$ within the context of $w$ since that is the time-frame in which the car entered the road segment. To support such logic, we suggest the nested derivation guard.

**Formal definition:** we define two auxiliary functions; $\text{start} : C \rightarrow T$ and $\text{end} : C \rightarrow T$. These associate the beginning and ending timestamps of a given temporal context (window), where $T$ is an unbounded set of
Guard 2 shows a correctness assertion in which $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are EPA instances of type $A_1$ and $A_2$, respectively, with associated context window instances $c_1$ and $c_2$, respectively. We demand that $\alpha_1$ will be directly connected to $\alpha_2$, so the guard will be applicable. Events $e$ and $e'$ are of type $E$ and $E'$, where $e \in In(\alpha_1)$, $e' \in Out(\alpha_1)$, $e' \in In(\alpha_2)$, and $e \triangleright_{\alpha_2} e'$.

**Guard 2** $\text{NestedDerivation}(A_1, A_2)$ which asserts nested context association between events derived by $\alpha_1$ and those derived by $\alpha_2$.

$$e \in_{\alpha_1} c_1 \land e \triangleright_{\alpha_1} e' \land \text{end}(c_1) = \text{end}(c_2) \Rightarrow e' \in_{\alpha_2} c_2$$

Given this assertion, the runtime ensures that for every two events $e, e'$ where $e$ is the direct deriver of $e'$, the two events will be processed in co-ending contexts.

### 4.4 Consecutive derivation guard

This guard is closely related to nested derivation guard, but it states that a derived event should *not* be processed in the same context as its deriver, rather in its consecutive context.

**Example:** Let $w_i$ be (10:00–10:10), and $p_i$ the price calculated for some road segment based on the traffic load noticed on $w_i$. $p_i$ should be used by $A_3$ (Figure 3.2) in the context of $w_i$’s successor, $(w_{i+1}=(10:10–10:20))$, as mentioned in the adaptive toll scenario, since cars that entered a certain section within $w_{i+1}$’s time frame will see the price $p_i$ as the price for the segment. To enforce that logic, the *consecutive derivation guard* can be defined for *price for segment* events emitted by $A_2$ to $A_3$.

**Formal definition:** first, we need to define an auxiliary function that returns a window $w'$, which is the successor of a given window $w$ of the same domain. More formally: $\text{succ} : W \to W$, where $\text{succ}(w) = w' \iff w' > w \land (\forall w''. w'' > w \Rightarrow w'' \geq w')$. The complete assertion is shown by Guard 3, in which $A_1$ and $A_2$ are directly connected EPA types. Both EPAs have the same temporal context type $C$, whose temporal dimension is of type sliding window. $c_1$ is the context associated to $\alpha_1$, and $c_2$ is associated to $\alpha_2$. $\alpha_1$
and \( \alpha_2 \) are EPA instances of \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \), respectively. \( e \) and \( e' \) are event instances of types \( E \) and \( E' \), respectively, in which \( e \) is the direct deriver of \( e' \) with respect to \( \alpha_1 \).

**Guard 3** \( \text{ConsecutiveDerivation}(A_1, A_2) \) which asserts that a derived event \( e' \) will not be processed in a co-ending context \( c_2 \) by \( \alpha_2 \).

\[
e \in_{\alpha_1} c_1 \land e \triangleright_{\alpha_1} e' \land \text{end}(c_1) = \text{end}(c_2) \Rightarrow e' \in_{\alpha_2} \text{succ}(c_2)
\]

When the above guard is attached to an EPA, the runtime enforces the right-hand side of the assertion any time the left one holds.

### 4.5 Discussion

The three correctness guards have the potential to solve temporal correctness issues in event processing applications, based on samples of applications we surveyed. As such, they represent concrete and vital requirements as designated by system designers but are not supported in that form by the current generation of event processing systems and products. The common denominator among these requirements is that they are all related to the temporal properties of derived events. These properties are realized by the classification of events to temporal contexts and by the relative ordering of derived events with other events (raw or derived) that are processed together with these events. Enabling system designers to satisfy these correctness guards and have them enforced by the event processing runtime environment without extra programming, will create a quantum leap in the usability of such systems, and a proof of concept to support additional requirements of this sort. Current products have fixed assumptions and do not easily enable setting these correctness guards as application design decisions. We demonstrate the notion of correctness guards through these three guards, but one should be aware to the fact that those guards cannot be applied to solve all the correctness problems in event processing applications. Worst, we don’t even know what those are; one such correctness problem we have been able to identify is the mutual exclusion problem (Figure 7.2). The reason we have chose to solve these three problems, is that they are the ones we identified in application we surveyed as crucial.
A discussion about extending additional guards appears in Section 8. In the next section, we show how to extend existing event processing languages with constructs that are vital to supporting these requirements.
Chapter 5

Language support

There are two levels of language abstractions that can be supported to specify correctness guards such as those discussed in Section 4. The higher level abstraction is to define the correctness guards as a semantic abstraction that closely reflects the requirements stated in Section 4. We describe these abstractions in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we describe an extension to a common event processing execution language and in Section 5.3 we show the mapping between the higher level abstractions to the lower level execution languages.

5.1 Declaration of correctness guards

Each correctness guard is represented by a parametric template, as formally defined in Section 4. We envision a library of correctness guards that can be used by system developers to ensure the correctness of their event processing applications. Those guards are not architecture-specific and thus could be deployed for any event processing language that supports the model presented in [14], as well as the language extensions presented in this section. The screen-shot in Figure 5.1 shows the declaration of the nested derivation guard (Section 4.3) on the EPN of the adaptive toll application (Section 3.3).

In the following section, we show extensions to execution-oriented languages that enable the deployment of the guards discussed in Section 5.1. We then discuss the mapping between the two levels of abstraction.
Figure 5.1 Graphic tool for inserting a nested derivation correctness guard into an EPN
5.2 Extensions to event processing execution languages

In this section, we describe two linguistic extensions to event processing execution languages that are required to map the requirements definitions to existing languages. The two extensions required are a policy-based assignment of occurrence time for derived events and a policy-based semantics of edge points in temporal context.

The first extension concentrates on setting an event time-assignment policy. For raw events, timestamps are typically assigned by the event producer. The occurrence time semantics for derived events does not have a universal interpretation that is applicable in all cases [12]. Thus, we propose a linguistic extension that enables the system designer to specify the timestamp assignment policy for derived event. While various possibilities exist, we propose three policies:

1. Detection time based policy—the timestamp assigned to the event is the time in which it was detected by an EPA instance. This policy is the one most commonly used by systems today.

2. Occurrence time based policy—the timestamp is copied from the deriver event to the derived event.

3. End of window—the timestamp of the event is set to be the timestamp of the context terminator in which the event was processed.

The second linguistic extension enables the system designer to define whether each edge of the temporal context is open or closed (i.e., whether the temporal context includes events whose occurrence times are equal to the window start or end times). The following example illustrates this: Let \( w \) be a time window whose start and end timestamps are \( T_s \) and \( T_e \), respectively. Table 5.1 shows the different inclusion options of an event \( e \) whose occurrence time is \( \tau \), by \( w \).

The type of edge points (e.g., inclusive, exclusive), used by temporal contexts are significant, since in many scenarios the same timestamp is used to open or close more than one temporal window. For example, this could be every ten minutes as shown by the adaptive toll scenario (Section 3.3).
Also, when EPAs derive an event as a result of context termination, the derived event and context terminator have the same timestamp.

### 5.3 Deployment of correctness guards

In this section, we explain how the two linguistic extensions of Section 5.2 are used to automatically compile a correctness guard into the lower level language. First, we assume that all the event processing agents operate according to the occurrence time order policy (i.e., event ordering is done by comparing their occurrence time). Second, we show how the linguistic extensions can be used to ensure that each given guard holds. Guard map 1 shows how a fairness guard is deployed into the language by assigning timestamp assignment policies to derived events along the dependency paths \( \pi \) and \( \psi \), to which the fairness guard should be applied.

#### Guard map 1 Fairness guard

```plaintext
function MAP_FAIRNESS(\( \pi, \psi \))
    for e: derived event \( \in \psi \cup \pi \) do
        timestamp_policy (e) := occurrence_time
    end for
end function
```

Let us demonstrate how Guard map 1 actually satisfies the fairness guard of Section 4.2 by using the fair auction scenario (Figure 3.1). In that scenario, fairness should be applied between two dependency paths: the “cash-bid path”, which starts with the cash bid \((E_1)\) event producer and ends with EPA \(A_3\); and the second “credit-bid path”, which starts at the credit bid \((E_2)\) event producer and also ends with \(A_3\). Guard map 1 ensures that when \(A_1\) assigns a timestamp to events of type enriched credit bid \((E_3)\), it assigns the occurrence time of its deriver event of type credit bid \((E_2)\). This will also be the case in the derivation of confirmed credit bid events \((E_4)\) by \(A_2\). This way, when EPA \(A_3\) needs to apply the tie-breaker described in Section 3.2, it actually compares the occurrence times of a credit bid event and that of a cash bid event, hence satisfying the fairness guard.

The mapping of the nested derivation guard (Section 4.3) on an EPA \(A\) that processes events of type \(E\) is shown in Guard map 2.

Consider the example given in Section 4.3 for this guard, in which the
Guard map 2 Nested derivation guard

\[ \text{function MAP}_{\text{NESTED\_DERIVATION}}(A, E) \]
\[ \forall e : E, \text{timestamp\_policy}(e) := \text{end\_of\_window} \]
\[ \text{window\_start\_policy}(A) := \text{opened} \]
\[ \text{window\_end\_policy}(A) := \text{closed} \]
\[ \text{end function} \]

next segments price events, which accumulate the prices for all segments in \( w_j \), should accumulate all segment price events that were created within the time interval \( w_j \). This is achieved by

1. Setting the occurrence time of segment price events to be equal to the \( w_j \) termination time, and by

2. Setting the time window \( w_j \) of the price aggregator, to have open start times and closed end times.

This way, all the segment price events are processed within \( w_j \) allowing for correct results according to the guard.

Guard map 3 shows how the \text{consecutiveDerivation}(A, E) is mapped into an application by ensuring that derived events of type \( E \), whose occurrence times equal to the window end time, are not processed in the same window but in a consecutive one.

Guard map 3 Consecutive derivation guard

\[ \text{function MAP}_{\text{CONSECUTIVE\_DERIVATION}}(A, E) \]
\[ \forall e : E, \text{timestamp\_policy}(e) := \text{end\_of\_window} \]
\[ \text{window\_start\_policy}(A) := \text{closed} \]
\[ \text{window\_end\_policy}(A) := \text{open} \]
\[ \text{end function} \]

Consider the example given for this guard in Section 4.4, in which segment price events that refer to \( w_j \) are used to derive debit account events within \( w_{j+1} \). By setting the windows of the billing composer EPA \((A_2)\) to have a closed start and an open end, segment price events created at the end of the window would be processed by the billing composer in the \( w_j \)’s consecutive window.

Now that we have addressed the compile-time issues, showing how correctness guards can be defined in high-level constructs, and then mapped to
low-level constructs, we turn to the run-time issues. In the next section, we describe how these requirements are manifested in run-time in our specific system.
### Table 5.1: Inclusion of event with variable edge properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window start</th>
<th>Window end</th>
<th>Inclusion condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>$T_s &lt; \tau &lt; T_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>$T_s &lt; \tau \leq T_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>$T_s \leq \tau &lt; T_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>$T_s \leq \tau \leq T_e$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

Implementation algorithm

Adding linguistic constructs is a first step. The complementary step is to provide run-time support for the low-level language extensions that were introduced in Section 5. In this section, we address the enforcement of these constructs at run-time. We propose an algorithm that is based on a variation of the linear two-phase commit protocol [36]. The algorithm is set in the EPA level; whenever an EPA has more than one instance, the EPA entity is assumed to manage all of its instances (e.g., hold in its queue all the event instances relevant to all its EPA instances). Another alternative algorithm, based on the buffering technique [1] is described in general terms only.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the EPN has no cycles (i.e., there are no two EPAs with circular dependency: $\exists \alpha, \beta. e \triangleright (\alpha, \beta) e' \land f \triangleright *(\beta, \alpha) f'$), where $\alpha, \beta$ are the first and last EPAs of two dependency paths.

6.1 Variation on the linear two-phase commit algorithm

The algorithm is a variation of the linear two-phase commit algorithm. When the function is_safe (Algorithm 1), receives an EPA $A$ and an event $E$ as parameters, it ensures the “safe processing” of any $e$ such that $e$ is an instance of $E$, by $A$. is_safe waits until it ensures there is no event $e'$ that needs to be processed before $e$. While the EPA waits it may process other events that are safe to be processed before $e$ (i.e., their occurrence time is earlier than the occurrence time of $e$).
Algorithm 1 The is_safe algorithm, which ensures the safety of event derivation

1: initialization: $\forall \alpha : \text{EPA}, \text{latest}_\alpha := -\infty$
2: function is_safe($A, e$)
3: $\text{if } \text{latest}_A \geq \text{ts}(e) \text{ then}$
4: $\text{return } \text{safe}$
5: $\text{end if}$
6: $\text{for all } B \in \text{predecessor}(A) \text{ do}$
7: $\text{is_safe}(B, e)$
8: $\text{end for}$
9: $\text{while } \exists e' \in Q. \text{ts}(e') < \text{ts}(e) \text{ do}$
10: $\text{wait}$
11: $\text{end while}$
12: $\text{latest}_A := \text{ts}(e)$
13: $\text{return } \text{safe}$
14: $\text{end function}$

The function $\text{ts} : E \rightarrow T$ (line 3) returns the timestamp of a given event. $Q$ (line 9) is the event queue of EPA $A$ to which events are queued before they are processed by $A$. Events are dequeued from $Q$ only after their processing phase ends.

If an EPA expects to get its incoming events in the order of their creation, then it should activate the algorithm for every incoming event it processes. Otherwise, the EPA internal logic can compensate for processing events out-of-order and it should invoke $\text{is_safe}$ in the following cases:

1. When it needs to close a temporal window $w$.
2. When an event arrives before its context start event.
3. When the EPA operates in immediate mode.

The invocation of $\text{is_safe}$ is needed in the first case, since an earlier event $e$ may have an occurrence time that entitles $e$ to be included in the closing window $w$. The invocation in the second and third cases is done to ensure the correct association of events to their temporal context. To that end, we need to take a closer look at the event order in the event queue. The function insert_event (Listing 2) is used insert a given event $e$ into the queue ($Q$) of some EPA.
Inserting a given event in its proper position in the event processing queue

```plaintext
function insert_event(e, Q)
    if \( \exists e' \in Q : ts(e') = ts(e) \) then
        insert e to Q by ts(e)
        return
    end if
    if e' is context_initiator then
        if window_start_policy(A) = closed then
            put e before e'
        else
            put e after e'
        end if
    else if e' is context_terminator then
        if window_end_policy(A) = closed then
            put e after e'
        else
            put e before e'
        end if
    else
        put e after e'
    end if
end function
```

By combining the methodology of Listing 2, and the activation of is_safe (Algorithm 1), we ensure that events will be processed within the boundaries of their correct temporal context.

To prove the correctness of Algorithm 1, we must prove Claim 1.

**Claim 1** If EPA A returns a safe response, (lines 4, 13), in time \( t_{safe} \), then A will not receive or send event \( e_i \) in time \( t_i > t_{safe} \), with occurrence time \( t_{oi} < t \).

The claim is proved by induction according to the topological order of the EPAs in the EPN direct acyclic graph.

**Proof** Induction base: The induction base is proved by noticing that the first EPA \( A_1 \) in the topology order can only get raw events. It is assumed that raw events arrive in their correct chronological order, and since timestamp \( t \) is earlier than the current time, no raw event with an occurrence
time earlier than \( t \) can arrive at the point of the \texttt{is}
\texttt{safe} activation. The algorithm returns “\texttt{safe}” in line 4 and in line 13. Upon the first activation
of the algorithm on \( A_1 \), the condition on line 2 will be evaluated to \texttt{false}.
Therefore, the algorithm will return from line 13. In line 10, \( A_1 \) waits until
all the events in its processing queue (\( Q \)) have timestamps that are bigger
than \( t \). Since the timestamps of derived events are always bigger or equal
to the timestamps of their derives, \( A_1 \) will not derive events with occurrence
times earlier than \( t \), after the function return in line 13. Upon later
activations, the function may return from line 4. When this is the case, it
means a previous activation returned from line 13 with a timestamp \( t' > t \);
thus, all derived events will have timestamps bigger or equal to \( t' \), which
also satisfies the safety requirement.

Induction step: Let \( A_i \) be the \( i^{th} \) EPA in the topological order induced by
some EPN. The validity of line 4 is correct by the same justifications made
in the induction base. Accordingly, when the algorithm reaches line 11, all
\( A_i \)’s predecessors will not derive events with timestamps earlier than \( t \)—
assuming the communication times are negligible and that detection times
in all EPAs are synchronized. \( A_i \) can also get raw events, but since we
assume that raw events arrive in their correct chronological order, and since
time \( t \) is earlier than the current time, no raw event with occurrence time
earlier than \( t \) will arrive \( A_i \). This implies that after \( A_i \) gets a safe answer
from all the preceding nodes in the topological order, it will not get events
with timestamps than earlier or equal to \( t \). In line 10, \( A_i \) waits for events
with timestamps \(< t \) to finish their processing phase. Since by all derivation
policies the timestamp of the derived event is greater than or equal to the
one of its deriver, \( A_i \) \textbf{will not derive} events with timestamps greater than
\( t \).

In the worst case, every activation of the algorithm at a distinct time
\( t \) might be propagated to all the agents in the EPN, thus add \( O(|EPN|) \)
overhead to the execution time. To handle this pathological scenario we
have identified scenarios in which the backwards propagation (line 7) of Al-
gorithm 1 is not needed. This fact is based on the following distinction: if
an EPA is not a “time-assigning” node (i.e., its timestamp assigning policy
(Section 5.2) is detection-time based), it always derives events in chrono-
logical order. Therefore, we sign EPAs as “time-assigning” in compile time
and prevent the propagation of Algorithm 1 beyond nodes that are signed
as “time-assigning”.

6.2 An alternative approach

Another algorithm that can be applied as alternative to Algorithm 1, is a variation of the buffering technique, proposed by Widom et al. [1], named the buffering technique. Originally designed to deal with cases in which raw events arrive out-of-order, raw events are not immediately processed at the moment they are discovered. Rather, they are buffered into an input buffer, in which events are ordered by their occurrence time. Events from the input buffer are processed only after a certain predefined time constant ($\tau$) elapses from the moment they are discovered. (i.e., an event that was discovered in time $t$ will be processed in time $t + \tau$). This approach can be adjusted to handle derived events rather than raw events, by computing a time constant for each EPA, based on the computation upper bound of the longest path leading to it. To achieve that, we would need to have the ability to assign a computation upper bound for each EPA, so the upper bound of a computation path will be the sum of the upper bounds of the EPA that composes it.

The quandary is, how do we statically compute a computation upper bound for an EPA. Even if we overlook the fact that such a boundary may not even exist, (by merely relaying on the average processing time plus $k$ standard deviations), we will always be in the dilemma between performance, and correctness. If we assign the upper bound to be too big, we will increase the latency of the each path. On the other hand if we will assign it to be too small, we could risk that the computation time will exceed the computed upper bound, thus compromising the correctness of the result.

6.3 Performance comparison

As an attempt to asses the performance of the two algorithms above, we conducted an experiment, implemented by undergraduate students. In this experiment, a generic event processing framework was developed in Java. Based on this framework, an application based on the fair auction scenario (Figure 3.1) was implemented in three flavors:
1. The first, we named the “naïve” version, was implemented without any correctness mechanism.

2. The second flavor was enhanced by the two-phase correctness mechanism (Section 6.1).

3. Finally, the third flavor was implemented with the buffering algorithm (Section 6.2).

We ran the three flavors of applications on the same data set, and compared their performance by two criteria; latency an throughput. Latency was defined as the average time span between the point in time in which an event was detected by an EPA, until the point in time that event was derived by that EPA. Throughput was measured as the number of events processed by all the EPAs in the system in average, per second. Table 6.1 shows the results of the experiment.

Table 6.1: Performance comparison between the naïve approach, two-phase commit and buffering algorithms, implemented on the fair auction scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bids/ auction</th>
<th>naïve Through. (msec)</th>
<th>naïve Lat. (msec)</th>
<th>Buffering Algorithm Through. (msec)</th>
<th>Buffering Algorithm Lat. (msec)</th>
<th>Two-phase commit Through.</th>
<th>Two-phase commit Lat. (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>117.06</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>223.67</td>
<td>14.92</td>
<td>67.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>119.5</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>904.14</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>64.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>107.14</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>62.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>130.83</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1498.80</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>73.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>171.87</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>870.26</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>105.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The buffering algorithm was configured with $\tau_{max} = 20\,\text{ms}$ as maximum delay threshold. This time was hand-tuned, to ensure that the results of the bid will be correct. As expected, both algorithm presents overheads both in terms of throughput, and of latency. In both criteria (as can be seen in Figures 6.1, 6.2), the two-phase commit proved to be superior over the buffering algorithm. Moreover, whereas the buffering algorithm is simple and therefore we believe its implementation could not be dramatically improved, the implementation of the two-phase commit algorithm which produced the results may be implemented more carefully, so that thread utilization will increase, (e.g., by using thread-pools, choosing synchronization mechanism more carefully, etc.).
Figure 6.1 The buffering and the two-phase commit algorithms compared to a naïve implementation by their throughput.

Figure 6.2 The buffering and the two-phase commit algorithms compared to a naïve implementation by their latency.
6.4 Summary

Correctness guards can be automatically deployed into event processing applications, so that the timing in which events are derived will not change expected result of the application. This is achieved by installing “valves” on certain EPAs, that will run the \texttt{is\_safe} algorithm prior to the derivation of each event. We have compared the performance of our solution to the buffering technique proposed other event processing languages such as CQL [1], and seen significant improvements both in terms of throughput (4–10X), and both in terms of shorter latency. However, the compression to the same code that operated without any correctness mechanism showed up to 10X slowdown in terms of throughput, and a similar degradation in terms of latency. Since using correctness mechanism is barring a toll beside it, not all applications should be using them all the time. In some cases, an occasional faulty output is a price the developer is willing to pay, as long as his application has good performance.
Chapter 7

Temporal assertion language (Tal)

7.1 Introduction and motivation

The motivation behind Tal, stems from the fact that correctness guards defined in Section 4, cannot solve all the correctness issues that may be found in event processing applications. Some correctness problems (other then the one we showed in Section 3), can be solved by our generalized definition of correctness guards. Tal enables its users to customize their guards to fit their needs; for example, let us assume a situation in which a developer would like to ensure FIFO ordering [9] between two connected EPAs, A and B, where B consumes events which are derived by A. Although this is in fact a private case of the fairness guard (Section 4), in which the two dependency paths $\pi$ and $\psi$ are the same, applying it to achieve FIFO ordering is somewhat awkward. Instead, one can write a simple guard using Tal, to achieve FIFO ordering. Another example may come in the form of the “biased route”, in which instead of striving to fairness between two derivation paths, the developer actually wants to ensure that events derives from $\pi$, will have a fixed latency with respect to events derived from path $\psi$. The third example that may require Tal refers to V shape network topology, shown by Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 has two derivation paths in it; the first is the path that consists the EPAs $A_1$ and $A_3$, and the second that consists the EPAs $A_2$ and $A_3$. 
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Figure 7.1 EPN with V-shape topology, to which two paths have different derivation policies

TAL enables users to enforce a certain derivation scheme to one of the paths, (say FIFO ordering along the path \( \langle A_1, A_3 \rangle \)), and another derivation scheme on the second derivation path \( \langle A_2, A_3 \rangle \). This flexibility achieved when using TAL, makes it worth while.

TAL is a language that provides the means to define and enforce the correct processing of events in applications, written in some arbitrary event processing language. TAL is an assertion-based declarative language, that controls the timing in which events are derived.

Expressions in TAL are based on propositional logic. Much like other logic-based programming languages such as Prolog [8], algorithms are not explicitly implemented by programmers. Rather, algorithms are described by programmers in logic, and it is up to the compiler of the language find a solution to the problem described. Thus in TAL, rather than expressing “how” to keep the correct derivation of an EPA, the programmer states “what” is the correct derivation on EPA. The constructs of the language are propositional logical expressions. The generated code “guards” the correctness of the proposition it represents, by making sure it applies for each event before it is derived by a given EPA. Hence, the name of a such correctness propositions in TAL is guards. Guards are restricted to one (implicit) variable, which is the candidate event for derivation. A guard is composed of one or more assertions. Assertions are in fact modus ponens [32] propositions, and thus contains two parts; the require part, and the ensure part. Both of which contain one or more boolean statements. After composing a guard, a developer can associate it to one or more EPAs in its EPN. At runtime, the code generated from the guard is deployed into its target EPA,
and operates like a valve: it allows its associated EPA to derive events only when the guards it represents “allows” it to.

### 7.2 The expressive power of Tal

Although useful in some scenarios, some correctness requirements cannot be achieved by guards as we defined them, and thus cannot be solved by TAL programs. Such a requirement is the **mutual exclusion** problem. Terminology borrowed from [29], the mutual exclusion is a case in which an event stream serves an input for two distinct EPAs, $A$ and $B$ (Figure 7.2). The mutual exclusion derivation states that if an event $e$ is derived by EPA $A$, it should not be derived by EPA $B$, and vice versa. Applying the mutual exclusion derivation requirement on $A$ and $B$ is beyond the expressive power of TAL, since there is no derivation path that connects the two EPAs. Thus, a derivation guard installed on one of the EPAs will not be able to know whether the other one has derived $e$ or not.

A solution to problem such as the one shown above, can be achieved by reaching consensus between EPA’s $A$ and $B$, on who should derive event $e$. Consensus may be achieved by algorithm such as [6, 21]. It should be noted, that both algorithms require that at most $f$ EPA instances will fail at a given time, where the total number of EPAs $2f + 1$, which is a reasonable requirement for event processing system. Moreover, the complexity of these algorithm is bounded by the number of EPA instances, unlike the `is_safe` algorithm presented in Section 6, in which the complexity is bounded by the longest derivation path in the EPN.
7.3 Grammar

The first section in TAL programs is the declarations section. This section may variable declarations of type path. path is a set of distinct labels, each stands for an EPA in the EPN.

1. $\mathcal{P} \rightarrow \ell := \text{path} (\ell_1, \ldots, \ell_n)$, where $\ell$ and $\ell_i$ are distinct labels from an unbounded set of labels $\mathcal{L}$. We assume that each label $\ell_i \in (\ell_1, \ldots, \ell_n)$ has one-to-one correspondence to an EPA. Variable of type event may also be used by the second section, but those doesn’t need to be declared. Their type is automatically synthesized by the compiler.

The guard section is a list of temporal assertions. An assertion ($\alpha$) consists of two parts; the require part ($\rho$), and the ensure part ($\epsilon$).

2. $\alpha \rightarrow \rho \ \epsilon$

Both parts consists a list of boolean statements.

3. A statement has four forms; the first is a temporal statement, (i.e., a comparison between the timestamps of two temporal objects, which can be either an event, an EPA or a PATH). The second is a derivation statement. A derivation statement receives an event as its first parameter, and an EPA or a path as its second parameter. It returns true if a the event is derived by its second parameter. In case its second parameter is an EPA, the function returns true if the given event was directly derived by that EPA. If the second argument is a path, the function returns true if the event was directly derived by either one of the EPAs in the path. The third form indicates whether a given event is a context terminator event. Finally, a statement may be the negation of another statement.

$t \rightarrow \text{event} \ | \ell$

$\sigma \rightarrow \tau(t_1) \otimes \tau(t_2) \ |
\text{event} \triangleright \ell_4 \ |
\text{c}_t (\text{event}) \ |
\neg \sigma'$

The ‘$\otimes$’ sign is a place holder for one of the following relations: $<$, $>$, $=, \leq$ or $\geq$. The function $\tau$ operates on events, paths and contexts. When operating on an event, it simply returns the timestamp
associated to that event. When operating on an EPA, it returns a
timestamp assigned and maintained by the TAL runtime, that holds
the minimal timestamp of all events in the processing buffer. If the
processing buffer of the EPA is empty, it returns $\infty$.

When operating on a path $\langle \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \rangle$, it returns the minimal times-
tamp of it EPAs: $\min_{i=1}^{n} \tau(\alpha_i)$.

The complete grammar of TAL is shown by Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3 The abstract context free grammar of TAL, a declarative tem-
oral assertion language.

start $\rightarrow$ declaration guard
declaration $\rightarrow$ begin declare $d_1, \ldots, d_n$ end declare
d $\rightarrow$ $\ell := \text{path} \langle \ell_1, \ldots, \ell_n \rangle$
guard $\rightarrow$ $a_1, \ldots, a_n$
a $\rightarrow$ begin assertion $r e$ end assertion
r $\rightarrow$ begin require $s_1, \ldots, s_n$ end require
e $\rightarrow$ begin ensure $s'_1, \ldots, s'_n$ end ensure
t $\rightarrow$ $\ell | \text{event}$
s $\rightarrow$ \text{event} $\triangleright \ell'$
 $\rightarrow$ $\tau(t) \otimes \tau(t)$
 $\rightarrow$ $c_t(\text{event})$
 $\rightarrow$ $! s'$
$\otimes$ $\rightarrow$ $<$ | $>$ | $\leq$ | $\geq$ | $=$

7.4 Examples

Listing 3 shows a piece of TAL code, that handles the correctness issues
previously shown in Section 3.2. More concretely, it ensures that by in-
stalling a valve on $A_3$ (Figure 3), fairness between the “cash path” and the
“credit path” is maintained. The valve makes sure that before $A_3$ derives
an event, it queries its derivation path. If that event is derived by the
cache_path (line 8), it ensures there is no earlier event still being processed
by credit_bid (line 11). The same symmetric check is conducted each time
$A_3$ derives an event originated from the credit_path (lines 16 and 19).
The second code example (Listing 4) shows how a program in TAL can ensure the nested derivation semantics, presented at Section 4.3. The statement at line 11 ensures that the event $e$, (which is required to be a context terminator at line 8), will not be derived by the EPA to which the guard is associated with, as long there are event earlier (i.e., with a smaller timestamp), than $e$ still being processed in path $p$.

### 7.5 Tal code generation

TAL functionality is not restricted to a specific event processing system. It is applicable to every system that conforms with the principles drawn by [14], in which every EPA has an event buffer, containing events designated to it, from which it will derive its output events.

We have implemented one backend for TAL, which generates code in Java. The generated code is then linked into our basic implementation,
Listing 4 Nested derivation guard, implemented in Tal.

begin declare
 p := path (a1,a2);
end declare

begin guard
 begin assertion(a2)
   begin require
     isTerminator(e);
   end require
   begin ensure
     ts(e) < ts(p);
   end ensure
 end assertion
end guard

previously described in Sections 6. Although the backend we have implemented generates code that relies on our runtime package, we believe that it feasible to implement other backends, that will generate code that could be incorporated to other implementations as well. Before we can show the code generated by the example shown by Listing 4, we first need to go over the essentials of our runtime package. The package assumes the existence of two basic external classes (defined in the system to which the correctness code is designated to):

**EPA** — represents an event processing agent.

**Event** — represents an event instance.

On top of those classes, the correctness runtime system contains the following classes:

**Path** — an interface that defines a single method defined as `int timeStamp();`
This interface is realized by all the classes above, (namely EPA, Event and Path). The implementation of the method `timeStamp` is by the definition described in Section 7.3.

**Condition** — is an interface that represents all the boolean condition in TAL. The interface exposes one method: `boolean applies();`, which
when implemented in implementing classes, indicates whether the underlying condition applies or not. The interface `Condition` is realized by the following classes:

**ContextTerminatorCondition** —

forged by the constructor `ContextTerminatorCondition(Event e)`, it indicates whether the given event is a context terminator.

**DeriveCondition** —indicates whether two events passed to its constructor (with the prototype `DeriveCondition(Event l, Event r)`), derived by one another.

**Relation** —represent a binary relation between two given temporal objects. The method `applies` of this class returns `true` if the relation it represents (`<`, `>`, `≤`, `≥` or `=`), applies to the two temporal objects passed to its constructor.

**Assertion** —is class that holds two conditions in it; one is the required condition, and the other one it the ensure condition. Assertion represents a correctness condition deployed by TAL programs. An assertion is guarding the program’s correctness, by asserting if the required condition applies, so does the ensure condition.

The FIFO ordering guard implemented in TAL (Listing 4), results the Java code shown in Listing 5 to be generated.

**Listing 5** Java code generated by the TAL BE, out of the program in Listing 4

```java
Assertion createAssert(Path p, EPA a2){
    final Event currentEvent = TAL.nextEvent(a2);
    Condition req = new ContextTerminatorCondition(currentEvent);
    Condition ens = new Relation(currentEvent, p, RelationTy.LT);
    return new Assertion(req, ens);
}
```

The method `createAssert` is a factory method that creates the assertion to be installed on EPA A2. The method receives a two arguments; the first is `p` of type `Path`, that is defined in the declared section of Listing 4, and the second is `a2`, which is the EPA on which the assertion is deployed. The
Listing 6  Assertion generated by Tal, incorporated in the runtime, to enforce correctness.

```java
while (true) {
    Assertion a = createAssertion(...);
    synchronized(a) {
        while (!a.apply())
            a.wait();
    } // now it is safe to process the next event
}
```

Listing 7  Implementation of the apply method in class Assertion

```java
public boolean apply() {
    boolean ret = !require.apply() || ensure.apply();
    if (ret) ret.notifyAll();
    return ret;
}
```

statement on Line 2 returns the next event to be processed on a2. Next, two conditions are initiated: one of type ContextTerminatorCondition, and the second of type Relation. The conditions are initiated with respect to Lines 8 and 11 of Listing 4. Listing 6 shows how the code generated by the Tal BE is incorporated in the runtime of the event processing system.

The implementation of the method apply (Line 4) is shown by Listing 7.

### 7.6 Summary

Tal is a domain-specific language that enables its users to define correctness guards in a logic formula. The formula is then processed by the Tal compiler, which generates code that could be integrated in the underlying event-processing system. (Our implementation generated Java code, but new code generators could be implemented to generate code in other languages as well). At runtime, the generated code is installed on an EPA, to ensure that the correctness guards applies for each event derived by the EPA. The expressive power of Tal is limited to the power of the correctness guards as we defined them. We have encountered with correctness problems
that cannot be solved by our algorithm, and thus cannot be expressed (and for that reason solved) by TAL.
Chapter 8

Summary

The event processing area is still young, and as such, has not defined its correctness criteria. This situation is similar to the state of the database field in the early days of multi-user database access, in which correctness anomalies led to the introduction of the concept of transaction [4]. In this thesis, we dealt with the correctness of derived events, which is one aspect of the correctness issues.

We obtained the three guards that we described in this paper by analyzing various event processing applications. We introduced the notion of correctness guards and added templates that enable system designers to define these correctness guards. We also automatically compile them to a specific event processing execution language. This study serves as a proof of concept for the feasibility of this approach. This approach has the potential to contribute to the usability of event processing systems by raising the level of abstractions and by reducing the amount of system-related workarounds. While these correctness guards are model-independent and are applicable in every type of event processing implementation, we have shown their applicability within a rather generic model of an event processing network.

Finally, let us put our solution by three correctness criteria defined by Claypool et al. [22]. The three criteria are:

1. **Ordered** applications. Applications that their output depends input generation order, rather than on their input receiving order.

2. **In time** derivation. This property hold if an event is derived in the early possible moment.
3. **Permanently valid** vs. **Eventually valid**. Permanently valid implies there will be known spurious event generation, whereas eventually valid means that finally, the correct event will be generated.

Scrutinizing our solution under the criteria above, reveals that the first correctness criteria (trivially) holds for our solution, since we only take derived events onto consideration. The second property does not apply for our solution, since before each event derivation, EPAs which have a guard installed on them, runs the \texttt{is-safe} algorithm. Finally, our solution respects the stronger condition of the two validity condition (i.e., permanently condition), since \texttt{is-safe} ensures that the derived events are not spurious under the assertion stated in the correctness guard.

The extensions to the language, along with the execution algorithm, are part of a “second generation event processing platform” that is under construction to implement proactive computing [11].

The contribution of this thesis was to offer a platform-independent mechanism, to deal with potential correctness issues in event processing applications. Examples of such problems are studied in this thesis, their problems are formalized and generalized into an artifact named correctness guard. Since we know there are more correctness issues out there that could be solved by the guards mechanism, we have composed a domain specific propositional-logic language named TAL, that enables its users to define new correctness guards that may solve some of these problems. We have also implemented a compiler for TAL, that generates code in Java, that can then be deployed into an event processing system, so that events will be derived in the system only after they have satisfied the correctness condition stated in the guard. Alas, guards as we defined them, are not the silver bullet that will slay all the correctness problems in event processing applications. Some problems (e.g., The mutual exclusion problem), may need a more elaborate runtime mechanism, as well as another runtime algorithm to enforce it. One that will bot be limited to a derivation path, but will also have the ability synchronize derivation in the scope of the entire EPN.
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המחק נעשה בהנחיית פרופ' יוסי גל "ר"ר" ומר על ע冊ון בפקולטה למדעי המחשב.

אני מודה לまとめים על התמקדות הבסספת והѐניבת בשטחｌםתי.
תקציר

למרות שהטכנולוגיה שמגיעה מעורכת לעיבוד מאורעות עדין בהתחלה, התפתחות המתקדמת
ספיקה של התעבורה וטיפכות מעורבות迈כראStraightforward טקטיות של מעורבות הליך עיבוד מאורעות וארכו
יכויהלו ישלה להניצות מעורבות מבוססות על טכנולוגיה פנימית ולא משלוח ב俸. אחד
המעטולוס צורות מרצות עניין של מעורבות מוצעות על ידי מאורעות, היא העולות
לחתאם את דרישות הכנסות של השיוויון בל昶ראורה אינטראקציה לשיטה סמך השל.
אות המכלי שדרישות הכנסות לשוי משם ריבוט תילים מבית המתים [3], עובדה המקה על
האפית דרישות הכנסות,וארזרו ממסיבים שישו משימים.

אף על פי ש_detectors

המאורעות נושאות 수도]) ליריז להזנה, בודא מאורעות עליון להזנה
לא מערכות עם תשתית טרמית càng יותר מתנייה של מייצר המאות, עביה
שלעתה להשקית על הגירש יחס צפוף טופרלי יין צ<ApplicationUser. הקויי יביעה הסדר
ميزונים על הידע התוכני את המאורים ולא מאורעות שחלखןريف המפתות, בין אם גם שצורים
בʧאבד לע ידיшинון במקרא הרות, או ציפור "歌舞のため, "שובדת" הכל לש האות איי
המחטים, במקרא החריו אגנטים עוקפים ולים יvoie בחררה." שון שפיט ייעוד
מאורעות או בסיס מכת ציונית גיבונים אגרובים אשר מאפרים מעלים לח_bi הבד
את הדירוג הטופרליות של הים המחנים. כלמזוג, בכרק, 3, מתוזן דגנתת הפול
את ראילוקס א櫃, שממחשה במערבות מעורבות מיסטריקס מפקיר מרבד מראות. 2
בתוךיה ל להתאמה מאורעות עם יביעה ימיכויות פומביות, שביחד הם המכור钱בש את
המרצעת אינן מתוכןを見て זה היהי ריבירה. העיתון שחרור הכנסות לש
מעורבות ייעוד, "מגננות ומגננות על בשם הפר苾. 1: מצוות המגננות זה ומגננות העץ" יש:CGRectMakeי
כאתה מעילה דע יתור את המילים המגננות מפגשיה הנקית, עובדשקה את
tסמעת. ואחרים מתוכניות ביביוד על בועת החום פעות ביביוד, המגננות
ניחפ זוג לעבל, רedor מזג מתרשים עבק איבט מס Derneği. את
ביוגי הכנסות והל"ג יותי להלקיל לטני הקיניון עקורי

1. מצוות בהז מאורעות הפלט נגור גנוה יגון מפגש עם מפוקס של מאורעות קול אגרוב, המיתר

א
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שבה מאורעות הקלט המפורשים משמשים על חוף הדפוס (לדוגמא - זהי של מפגוס)
וא לש רצף מאורעות מסתים.
1. מקיר בתם מאורעות ב라도 המוקד שחלף פָּנּוּי (השהר סופרולי)
2. מאורעות שהופעוליםصل מוֹסֵיָה בחלונות ומאורעות משלי הפועלים בחלונות מהשל崂פלי
ואוירארבדת של מאורעות מוסיימם בחלונות והשל崂פלי
מאורעות הוראה ביאאר באמצעות כלכלי בים משלי החולן לומן המאורה, עולאגל וה
וללות שאאריאית לדיוור חייליתילה שהכללה

לא יד בה שבדה הנכחים לש秉 בוץ מאורעות בעיות הסיכוכנים הספורתולים
עלולות.mutexה לעצום התוכן המפורשות, אלאוגו chaiחוכנה על הביעות של כלל ואה
באותוק.flatונת מתוכן. וארגאר ראיות, על התוכן בתים אחר זהים דייט, של кнопкוזים
ונראות שארית, או שعدل placeholders המערבות.

החברת היא עוקסזכ בכרו ציפורים של עילב מאורעות.

คาดורי אריא ליבוה

מציעות תכניות ביוווסים ביוווסים מאורעות. מספר תרשים המשיכים העובדים
הסFSIZE 이용 על הצל樣 המוחות ואשת
המגנונים בכניסה. האה מתוות אחר מפתית חומרים של כדורי לגדירי "מנגנונים"
מגנונים המערבות בתוכן וצגורות ארגואיזטים לקטנים דק והצל樣 שבר בית אד
נהיזי ב_featured בצלות :
אתה המערבות התוכן (בהכן) זו מתפה מפתית

היום שית אתה עוקסזכ בכרו ציפורים של עילב מאורעות.

פרכר 2 עוקסזכ 추진ית העוקסזכ בן השומיים הקשורים לנושא הש. הפרך מסביר
ב文章来源 התוכן באד בול קוד לבר משני העבורה, מניום זה התוכן עובד קשל
שימשו בוחן בתוכן. הפרך, מבקרת, מתווכש הקשה. דווע מוייס לע khảoים מוסון
הלונים נייעים, לא עשה בתם שימש בדוארון התוכן בתוכן "ללון של לון". בתוכן
่น אוזני מסייעותIMS התוכן ואן４ מיקומי שונים האלזרך
ה düzenleme שמאורעות המзолотים מזוונים מנויים למלכים "פ" סדר החוצות,
לא מומח כמקורות הם הרצים תחת התוכןملותר ולד. אם יסほうが והנושא
3. הפרך מתווכש בתוכן, או שאריה מוקד ציקלא של דיקסטרה
הקישים הוכנסים לケーわות באד בול הקשה útilית. לאורוixo, מ pieniąים בניוזים
איש משולב בהזת התוכן לבר משני התוכן. התוכן כלפיים למדיעות
וכו מחברים את התוכן לבר משני התוכן, או שאריה מוקד ציקלא של דיקסטרה
אלו ממאורים על התוכן לבר משני התוכן, או שאריה מוקד ציקלא של דיקסטרה
במקבילו resized, אגפוגים בבר⦿ שימש אסימטטיות ששוîtש שימש חוזה בנסים, סכים
ונהל מודים לשהלולים הקוזים [11]. וגו ביך זכר עניין הפוסטס של בודרי השר
של המערבות נעשויים בפרטס כס aspirti.[2] שימש ביך מיתר, עניין וגו ביך

ב
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The thesis studies the development of a framework for event processing and event-oriented systems. The framework includes the concept of "event-processing graphs" that model the event flows. The thesis introduces a "Event Processing Agent" that processes events in a specific order. The thesis discusses the challenges in implementing such a system, including the need for a temporal consistency mechanism. The thesis also presents a "timeCOPE" mechanism that allows for the processing of events in a consistent order.

The thesis concludes with a discussion of the limitations of the current framework and the need for further research to improve its scalability and flexibility.
nces נספים שלן נייק לופתור אוחק בעדות הגישה שלן. בנוסף, אנא מציינו מחק.

התרומה ה.IsActive של התיבת היא ל śmירה הוכנות בימויים ליעוד מדוייקות. ראשה
ян מוחים את התוכנות של בעית נוכחות, ווהון אנמי מפטרות בעיון של.
לאחר מכ האלמנט המוצע והיידי מלהבין בשמ "שומר-ברהית". מכוח שאמו מודעות
לעבידה ישא לכל בעית הוכנות הספוררלה הפרת בעירת מלהבין הוכנות שחרדרן.
ישمون את שמ, T.א. בעירת נייק להחדיר שומרי נוכחות נספים.
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